In social interaction, people draw on a large repertoire of social acts tailoring their use of these acts to meet the demands of the social situation and to achieve the goals of the interaction. This paper presents an approach to creating such a repertoire of social acts for robots and enabling designers to specify the social situation to which robots may adapt their behaviors. Drawing on principles of Activity Theory and social-scientific findings on human social behavior, this paper introduces an implementation of this approach-the Robot Behavior Toolkit-and two studies that use a limited, proof-of-concept repertoire of specifications for gaze cues to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach for controlling robot gaze behavior. The first study assessed the feasibility of the use of this repertoire, comparing it to alternative, baseline repertoires in two human-robot interaction tasks, and found that it enabled the robot to more effectively support the interaction goals. The second study investigated the feasibility of the robot adapting its use of the repertoire to a social situation by comparing different goal specifications in two human-robot interaction tasks. The results showed that these specifications enabled the robot to achieve some of its task and communicative goals, although participant gender strongly affected whether the robot elicited these interaction outcomes.
Introduction
Participants in social interaction draw on a "repertoire" of social acts and mechanisms to achieve communicative goals (Ekman & Friesen, 1969) . What acts and mechanisms they use and how they contextualize these behaviors in social interaction depend largely on factors such as the structure of the social setting and the goals that they wish to achieve in the interaction (Ekman & Friesen, 1969) . In return, their choices and their effective use of social acts and mechanisms shape the outcome of the interaction as improvements in processes that include affiliation (Mason, Tatkow, & Macrae, 2005) , compliance and persuasion (Segrin, 1993) , and story comprehension (Richardson & Dale, 2005) . Research in human-robot interaction has also explored how robots might systematically display social behavior and focused on specific social cues such as affective facial expressions (Breazeal, 2003) or on specific interaction outcomes, e.g., improved engagement (Holroyd, Rich, Sidner, & Ponsler, 2011) .
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Figure 1. Two core components that make up the repertoire of robot behavior: (1) the social cue repository and (2) the activity model representation of the social setting and goals for the interaction. This paper seeks to complement this research by answering two research questions: How might we enable robots to use a repertoire of behavioral specifications to display social behaviors? How might we enable designers to specify the goals of the interaction so that robots display behaviors that seek to achieve these goals? We propose two key solutions ( Figure 1 ): (1) the social cue repository, a formalism that enables designers to create a collection of specifications for social acts and (2) the activity model, a formalism that designers can use to characterize social situations that is informed by Activity Theory (Leontjev, 1978) . This paper describes how Activity Theory informs the design of an architecture called Robot Behavior Toolkit 1 that implements these solutions and presents two laboratory studies that demonstrate feasibility in enabling robots to display social behaviors that elicit expected interaction outcomes, thereby enabling designers to specify interaction characteristics for targeting different outcomes. This paper is organized as follows: The next section reviews approaches to designing social behaviors for robots, prior work on building repertoires of social behavior for robots, and existing architectures for specifying interaction characteristics toward achieving targeted outcomes in humanrobot social interaction. Section 3 outlines how Activity Theory informs the design of the proposed architecture. Section 4 presents the laboratory studies that demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solutions. The final section offers a general discussion of the proposed solutions and the findings from the studies.
Related Work
In social interaction, humans skillfully use a large number of social cues, including linguistic, vocal, and nonverbal cues. They adapt their use of these cues to the context of the interaction, particularly to the activity in which they are engaged, the agents engaged in the activity, and the specific goals of the social interaction (Ekman & Friesen, 1969 ). An ongoing research focus in human-robot interaction involves exploring how robots might similarly draw on a large repertoire of social cues and how they might selectively use these cues to achieve effective interactions. The paragraphs below review prior work with this focus.
Previous research into enabling robots to display social behavior has followed two main approaches. The first approach has sought to replicate human social cues and mechanisms in robots based on a scientific understanding of human social behavior. For instance, Breazeal and Scassellati (1999) drew on drew on findings from developmental psychology to develop a robot that displayed social behaviors that infants display toward their caregivers, such as facial and prosodic expressions of emotion. Mutlu, Kanda, Forlizzi, Hodgins, and Ishiguro (2012) developed conversational gaze cues for robots based on an understanding of the cues that participants in human conversations use to effectively manage speaking turns and conversational roles.
The second approach has drawn on an artistic interpretation of human social behavior, particularly on principles of drama and character animation, to develop social cues for robots. For instance, Takayama, Dooley, and Ju (2011) explored how principles of character animation such as anticipation and follow-through (Thomas & Johnston, 1995) might guide the design of robot social behaviors that are more readable and appealing. Researchers have also explored how principles from drama and acting might enable robots to display social behaviors in live, improvised performances that are consistent with the robot's character and the goals of the interaction (Bruce, Knight, Listopad, Magerko, & Nourbakhsh, 2000; Hoffman, Kubat, & Breazeal, 2008) .
Prior work has also explored how robots might systematically display the broader range of social behaviors that humans use in communication by integrating verbal, vocal, and nonverbal cues based on affective or cognitive models of interaction. This research has developed several frameworks and architectures for generating social behavior (Breazeal & Scassellati, 1999; Holroyd et al., 2011) . For instance, rather than designing specific cues or expressions for the robot, (Breazeal & Scassellati, 1999) used models of human emotion as the basis for systematically displaying a wide range of affective social acts. (Holroyd et al., 2011) developed a model that systematically introduces into the robot's behavior social cues that facilitate engagement in human interactions such as directed gaze and mutual gaze, adjacency pairs, and backchannel behaviors.
A small number of existing architectures involve mechanisms that enable the robot to make decisions about selectively using social cues toward displaying social behaviors that are appropriate for the context of the interaction or that help achieve the goals of the interaction. Following the Hierarchical Task Network formalism, Montreuil, Clodic, Ransan, and Alami (2007) built on Joint Intention Theory (Cohen & Levesque, 1990) to enable the robot to use a set of high-level "social rules" to assess the social appropriateness of its actions given a social interaction scenario. Duffy, Dragone, and O'Hare (2005) proposed the Social Robot Architecture that enabled the robot to display "reactive" and "deliberative" behaviors toward satisfying the goals of the interaction. The Pattern-based Mixedinitiative (PaMini) dialog framework developed by Peltason and Wrede (2010) specified a set of high-level "interaction patterns" that generates dialog behaviors that are appropriate for a given task context and dialog input from human counterparts. Finally, the BonSAI framework developed by <speci cations> <speci cation id=`1`> <editor> editor_1 </editor> <edit_time> timestamp_1 </edit_time> <references> reference_id </references> <description> e referential gaze typically precedes the onset of corresponding linguistic reference by approximate 800 msec to 1000 msec. </description> <behavior_type> gaze </behavior_type> <trigger> linguistic_reference </trigger> <behavior> precede(toward(gaze, artifact), linguistic_reference, rand(800,1000)) </behavior> <outcomes> task </outcomes> </speci cation> ... Siepmann and Wachsmuth (2011) specifies a set of "informed strategies" that represent how the robot might behave in response to input from human counterparts.
The work reviewed above outlines the design space for enabling robots to systematically display social behaviors toward supporting interaction goals. The current work seeks to fill a specific gap in this space by introducing formalisms to create low-level specifications for social behavior, including speech, vocal, and nonverbal behaviors, and to define the context and goals of the interaction.
System
Research in human communication has proposed that a collection of verbal and nonverbal communicative acts makes up an individual's social behavior and shapes how others perceive the individual (Kendon, 1973; Mehrabian, 1968) . These behaviors form a "repertoire" of social acts from which individuals pick and choose in specific patterns (Ekman & Friesen, 1969) . In social interaction, individuals select from their repertoire the social acts that help them achieve specific task or communicative goals. For instance, an individual might increase how much he or she looks toward a partner to communicate attraction and engagement, which, in return, increases how likable and attractive the partner might find him or her (Mason et al., 2005) . Similarly, to persuade a partner to comply with a request, an individual might increase his or her use of eye contact and physical touch to gain interpersonal closeness (Segrin, 1993) .
These ideas informed our exploration into building a repertoire of robot behavior, consisting of a social cue repository, a collection of computational specifications of social behavior, and a set of activity models, which are characterizations of social situations that guide the robot in picking and choosing social acts from the repository that best support task or communication goals in a given situation (Figure 1 ). This section reviews the theories that informed the design of the proposed architecture, presents the design and realization of the components of the architecture, and illustrates how the realization enables the robot to display social behavior.
Social Cue Repository
The social cue repository emulates the broad range of social acts that humans employ in interaction (Ekman & Friesen, 1969) and consists of specifications of social acts or mechanisms derived from research on human communication. Each specification includes information on the social cues involved in the social act or mechanism (e.g., eye contact), the interdependencies that the cues might have with other social cues (e.g., contingencies between speech and gaze), and the goals that the robot might achieve using the cue (e.g., increased affiliation). Figure 2 illustrates an example specification, represented in XML format. A behavior type tag describes the behavioral channels involved in the specification. Each specification may have multiple triggers that activate the specified behaviors. The ensuing behaviors are described in the form of a function. The example illustrated in Figure 2 includes three arguments for the precede function: the behavior specified in the first argument temporally precedes that specified in the second argument by the temporal amount specified in the third argument. In the illustrated case, the action of gazing toward a referent precedes the corresponding linguistic reference by 800-1000 milliseconds, a specification derived from research on human gaze (Griffin, 2001; Meyer, Sleiderink, & Levelt, 1998) . Each specification also includes a set of interaction outcomes that the specified behavior might elicit, such as improving performance in the task at hand or enhancing how the robot is perceived by its human counterparts.
The Robot Behavior Toolkit currently includes a limited, proof-of-concept social cue repository involving a small number of behavior types, triggers, and behaviors. 2 The current implementation includes two behavior types (gaze and gesture), 19 triggers (e.g., end of a speaking turn), four main behaviors (e.g., looking toward a referent). Adding new specifications to the current repository or creating new repositories requires the designer to provide the information illustrated in Figure  2 and to extend the implemented functionality for parsing and executing behavior types, triggers, and behaviors. Additionally, the current implementation requires the designer to manually annotate interaction-related triggers such as the end of a speaking turn. 3
Activity Model
How do people determine what behaviors to employ from their repertoires in social interaction? Ekman and Friesen (1969) argue that, among other factors, the social context or setting that the individual is in, the communicative goals that the individual wishes to achieve, and the inter-relationships among the social acts shape people's use of social behaviors. The social context or setting might characterize the physical environment (e.g., a domestic environment or a workplace), the organization of the interaction (e.g., dyadic interaction or group setting), the relative statuses of the participants (e.g., a supervisor or a subordinate), and the roles of the participants (e.g., a speaker or a bystander).
Psychological research has proposed a number of paradigms for studying and representing context and setting in human interaction including Activity Theory (Leontjev, 1978) , situated action models (Lave, 1988) , and distributed cognition (Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh, 2000) . In brief, Activity Theory offers a theoretical framework and a set of principles and constructs to study and represent human activity as a complex, socially situated phenomenon (Leontjev, 1978) . Situated action models describe human activity and interaction as emergent, improvisatory, and contingent (Lave, 1988) . Finally, distributed cognition considers humans and artifacts as equivalent agents that make up a cognitive system toward achieving an overall system goal (Hollan et al., 2000) . Nardi (1996) provides a more detailed comparison of these three frameworks.
Among these frameworks, we argue that Activity Theory offers the richest representation for human-robot interaction and thus adopt it as the theoretical basis for system design. The paragraphs below describe the five core principles and constructs in Activity Theory and explain how they inform the design of the proposed architecture. Figure 3 maps these constructs to their corresponding system components in the context of an illustrative human-robot interaction task. 3.2.1 Construct 1: Consciousness At the core of Activity Theory is the construct of consciousness, which unifies attention, intention, memory, reasoning, and speech (Vygotsky, 1979) . This construct motivated the implementation of specific representations for attention and intention and a consideration of interdependencies between social acts, particularly speech.
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3.2.2 Construct 2: Object-orientedness The construct of object-orientedness considers material artifacts, plans of action, or common ideas to be "shared for manipulation and transformation by the participants of the activity" (Kuutti, 1996) . This concept informed the design of a representation for shared artifacts and goal-oriented actions in the system. 3.2.3 Construct 3: Hierarchical structure Activity Theory suggests that human activity follows a hierarchical structure in which activity is organized into three layers: activity, action, and operation. An activity consists of a series of actions that share the same motive. Each action has a defined goal and a chain of operations that are procedures performed under a set of conditions. The design of the activity model component of the system reflects this hierarchy.
Construct 4: Internalization and externalization
The construct of internalization and externalization captures cognitive processes in human activities; internalization involves transforming external actions or perceptions into mental processes, whereas externalization is the process of manifesting mental processes in external actions. Internalization and externalization are analogies to the processes of forming a representation of the situation and of displaying social behavior, respectively.
Construct 5: Mediation
The final construct in Activity Theory is mediation. Several external and internal "tools" that people might use in an activity, such as physical artifacts, cultural knowledge, or social experience that an individual has acquired might mediate human activity. For instance, the social cue repository serves as an internal tool that mediates activities between humans and robots.
These five constructs inform the design of the system architecture of the proposed solutions ( Figure 3 ). In particular, the "activity model" is an implementation of the constructs of objectorientedness and hierarchical structure, while the other three constructs are realized in the other system components. In the activity model, all actions associated with the activity are governed by a high-level motive, which each action helps fulfill by achieving its corresponding goal. Actions involve operations that are constrained by a set of conditions and that can be executed when these conditions are met. Actions have predefined outcomes such as "task performance" and "rapport" that specify the orientation of an action. For instance, a task performance outcome indicates that the action will affect task performance. Outcomes help the robot prioritize its behaviors toward achieving specific task or communication goals. Figure 4 provides an example activity model represented in XML format. In the example, the robot has the motive of clearing the objects on the table. To fulfill this motive, the robot instructs the user to clear the table by moving the objects to boxes. The specified "task" outcome in this example would prompt the robot to prioritize and display social behaviors that would contribute to the completion of the task.
Displaying Social Behavior
To enable the robot to display social behaviors, the system combines information from the activity model, trigger annotations, and sensor information to query the social cue repository to retrieve behaviors that would best satisfy the specified outcome for the activity. 4 The system consolidates the resulting behaviors into an XML representation for execution. Figure 5 illustrates the representation for an example behavior. The current system implementation is integrated with the ROS framework (Quigley et al., 2009) to support the use of available range of sensor devices and robot platforms. To date, the implementation has been tested with the Wakamaru robot and a Gazebo simulation of a PR2 robot. When using the system with a new robotic platform, researchers are required to subscribe the ROS node for that platform to the topic to which the Toolkit publishes its generated behaviors. 5 <Activity id=`1`> <Motive> clear(table) </Motive> <Description> Clear objects on table </Description> <Participants> Self, User1</Participants> <Action id=`1`> <Outcome> Task </Outcome> <Goal> disappear(object) </Goal> <Description> Instruct User1 to categorize object </Description> <Operation type=`utterance`> <Condition>present(User1)</Condition> <Condition> known(the blue object with two pegs) </Condition> <Condition> known(the blue box)</Condition> <Info turn=`end`> Could you help me put the blue object with two pegs into the blue box, please? </Info> </Operation> ... <behaviors> <channel type=`gaze`> <action endTime=`214.5` startTime=`0` target=`unspeci ed`/> <action endTime=`1160` startTime=`214.5` target=`the green object with one peg`/> <actoin endTime=`2735.4` startTime=`1160` target=`unspeci ed`/> <action endTime=`3597` startTime=`2735.4` target=`the red box`/> <action endTime=`4308` startTime=`3597` target=`unspeci ed`/> <action endTime=`4963` startTime=`4308` target=`listener`/> </channel> <channel type=`speech`> Could you help me put the green object with one peg into the red box, please? </channel> </behaviors> Channel: Gaze . An example behavior output with which the robot instructs its human partner to move a specified object to a specified box. Figure 6 . The two studies demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed approach in enabling robots to (1) use a repository of social cues to display social behaviors eliciting predicted outcomes and (2) to selectively display social behaviors to target specific outcomes.
Evaluation
The evaluation of the approach and system presented in the previous section included two laboratory studies that sought to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach and system in (1) enabling robots to display appropriate social behaviors and (2) enabling designers to characterize social situations to achieve desired interaction outcomes. More specifically, the first study sought to answer the question, does the system enable the robot to display appropriate social behaviors that elicit expected outcomes? The second study explored the question, does the system enable the robot to display behaviors that target specific outcomes? Figure 6 provides a visual summary of the goals of the two studies. While the proposed approach and the implemented system support the development of a repository for the broader range of social acts, these studies use a limited, proof-of-concept repertoire for gaze behavior. The next two subsections present the hypotheses that these studies have tested, details of the method, results from the studies, and discussion of these results.
Study 1: Do Robot Behaviors Elicit Expected Outcomes?
The first study sought to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach described above in enabling robots to display social behaviors specified in the social cue repository that elicit expected interaction outcomes.
4.1.1 Hypotheses Study 1 sought to test the central hypothesis that, by drawing on specifications provided in the social cue repository, the robot will display social behaviors, eliciting interaction outcomes that literature on human communication predicts. Therefore, compared to baseline conditions, such as displaying no behaviors or behaviors based on a manipulated social cue repository, a repository of social-scientific specifications will enable the robot to display behaviors that more effectively elicit these outcomes. Paragraphs below outline specific instantiations of this central hypothesis. Hypothesis 1.a: In a given task, social behaviors that the robot displays based on a repository of specifications from the human communication literature will elicit stronger task and communicative outcomes such as improved information recall and collaborative task performance than baseline behaviors, such as no social behavior or social behaviors that do not follow the norms specified in the social cue repository.
Hypothesis 1.b: In a given task, social behaviors that the robot displays based on a repository of specifications from the human communication literature will improve the participants' perceptions of the robot in measures such as likability, competence, and naturalness than baseline behaviors such as no social behavior or social behaviors that do not follow the norms specified in the social cue repository.
Participants
A total of 32 participants took part in the study. All participants were native English speakers from the Madison, Wisconsin area with an average age of 24.9 years, ranging from 18 and 61. Average familiarity with robots among the participants was relatively low (M = 3.25,SD = 1.67) and average familiarity with the experimental tasks was also low (M = 2.13,SD = 1.21) on a scale of one to seven.
Experimental Design, Task, & Procedure
To test the hypotheses above, the study followed a three-by-one, between-participants design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions. The three experimental conditions included the following:
Repository: The robot displayed behaviors based on a repository of social-scientific specifications of gaze behavior. 6 Baseline 1: Manipulated Repository: The robot displayed behaviors based on an alternative repository of specifications for gaze behavior that were manipulated to be temporally or spatially incongruent to the robot's communicative goals.
Baseline 2: No Repository: The robot displayed no social behaviors. In all conditions, the robot tracked the participant's face with saccade-like gaze shifts when the specified gaze behavior involved looking toward the listener. This behavior also indicated to the participants that the robot was on and functioning when it showed no social behaviors.
To increase the generalizability of the findings across social situations, the experiment included two human-robot interaction scenarios: storytelling and collaborative work. In the storytelling scenario, the robot told participants the story of the 12 signs of the Chinese Zodiac (top picture in Figure 7 ). In its story, the robot referred to a set of cards that were placed on a table located between the robot and the participant. The cards showed pictures of the 12 animal characters from the robot's story. The collaborative work scenario involved the participant categorizing a set of distinct Lego blocks into different colored boxes based on instructions from the robot (bottom picture in Figure 7 ). There were 15 blocks with different colors, sizes, and heights and two colored boxes laid on the table located between the robot and the participant. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight different orders in which the robot referred to the objects in the collaborative work scenario. In both scenarios, the robot used pre-recorded human voice, modulated in pitch to be gender-ambiguous. The linguistic references in the robot's speech were manually marked. In both tasks, the robot initiated the interaction by greeting participants and introducing them to the task, such as wanting to share a story with the participants and requesting help in sorting the Lego blocks in the two tasks, respectively. During the tasks, the robot's speech included references to task-relevant objects, such as cards that illustrated the characters in the 12 signs of the Chinese Zodiac and the Lego blocks. In the Repository condition, the social-scientific specifications in the social cue repository enabled the robot to look toward referents prior to the speech references (Griffin, 2001; Meyer et al., 1998) and look toward the participant during greetings (Kendon & Ferber, 1973) and toward the end of speaking turns (Duncan, 1972) . In the Manipulated Repository condition, the social cue repository that the robot used to display social behaviors included specifications with temporal or spatial inaccuracies that resulted in the robot displaying these gaze cues with preset delays or direct its gaze toward non-referent objects. Finally, in the No Repository condition, the social cue repository included no specifications to direct the robot's behaviors.
Each trial of the study involved the following procedure: A male experimenter greeted the participant, provided a brief introduction on the goals of the study, and sought informed consent. The participant performed in the storytelling scenario, which was followed by a three-minute break while the experimenter prepared for the second scenario. The participant then performed in the collaborative work scenario. After the second scenario, the participant completed a quiz on the material that the robot presented in the first scenario and a brief questionnaire with questions on their perceptions of the robot. At the end of the study, the experimenter conducted an open-ended interview with the participant. The procedure took approximately 30 minutes. The participants received $5 U.S. dollars for their participation.
Measurement and Analysis
The two independent variables in the study were the manipulation in the repository that the robot used to display social behaviors and participant gender. The dependent variables included objective measures of task performance such as information recall and coordination performance and subjective measures of the participants' perceptions of the robot.
Manipulation Checks: To test whether the manipulation in the robot's behaviors were successful, the post-experiment questionnaire included a number of items on whether the timing of when the robot looked toward objects seemed right, whether they thought the object that the robot referred to and looked toward matched, and whether the robot's gaze and speech were synchronized.
Objective Measures: Two measures of objective task performance sought to capture the cognitive and task outcomes in each of the interaction scenarios. In the storytelling scenario, the task performance measure gauged the participant's recall of the details of the robot's story. The measure included a total of ten questions, all related to the order in which the animal characters were presented in the story of the signs of the Chinese Zodiac. The questions followed true-or-false, multiple-choice, or multi-select formats.
In the collaborative work scenario, the task performance measure gauged the time it took the participants to locate the objects that the robot instructed them to move. Specifically, the measurement captured how quickly the participants located the information needed to complete the task by calculating the time between the end of the linguistic reference and one of the following cases: (1) the participant's last gaze toward the referent before moving the object, (2) the participant touching the object, or (3) the participant reaching for the object.
Subjective Measures: The post-experiment questionnaire included scales to measure the participants' perceptions of the robot in dimensions of naturalness of behavior (seven items; Cronbach's α = 0.79), likability (ten items; Cronbach's α = 0.90), and competence (14 items; Cronbach's α = 0.85). The participants rated all questionnaire items using seven-point rating scales.
The analysis of data on manipulation checks followed one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), while the analysis of data on objective and subjective measures involved a two-way ANOVA, including participant gender as a second factor to control for gender differences. These tests included Omnibus tests to identify general effects of the experimental manipulation on dependent variables and contrast tests that compared the Repository condition against the two baseline conditions for hypothesis testing. All contrast tests used Scheffé's method for adjusting significance levels in multiple comparisons.
Results 7
The analysis of data from manipulation checks showed that the participants were able to identify the differences across conditions; the experimental manipulation had a significant effect on whether the timing of when the robot looked toward objects seemed right, F(2,22) = 5.91, p = .008, η 2 p = 0.313, whether they thought that the object that the robot referred to in its speech and looked toward matched, F(2,26) = 9.59, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.424, and whether they found the robot's gaze and speech to be synchronized, F(2,26) = 6.41, p = .006, η 2 p = 0.330. Hypothesis 1.a predicted that, in the storytelling task, the participants would have better recall of the robot's story when the robot displayed social behaviors based on a repository of specifications grounded in human communication than when it displayed behaviors based on alternative repositories. The data from the information recall measure provided support for this prediction; the number of correct answers out of ten questions in the recall test were on average 4.75 (SD = 1.39), 4.38 Figure 8 illustrates these results. Hypothesis 1.a also predicted better coordination performance in the collaborative work scenario, measured by the time it took participants to locate the objects that the robot instructed them to move, in the Repository condition than when the robot used alternative repositories. The analysis of data from this measure supported the hypothesis; when the end of the robot's speech reference to the object was set to zero, the average times in milliseconds that the participants took to locate the object were 457.05 (SD = 292.51), 582.14 (SD = 612.86), and -975.26 (SD = 405.43) for the No Repository, Manipulated Repository, and Repository conditions, respectively. The ANOVA found a main effect of the experimental manipulation on the time measure, F(2,26) = 28.11, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.684. Contrast tests showed that participants in the Repository condition located objects in significantly shorter time than participants in the Manipulated Repository condition, F(1,26) = 52.45, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.609, and No Repository condition, F(1,26) = 33.27, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.555, did (Figure 8 ). Hypothesis 1.b predicted that the participants would perceive the robot to be more likable, more natural in behavior, and more competent in the Repository condition than they would in the other conditions. The data from subjective measures provided partial support for this hypothesis. The analysis showed a main effect of the experimental manipulation on participants' perceptions of the robot's naturalness, F(2,26) = 4.33, p = .024, η 2 p = 0.250, and competence, F(2,26) = 12.66, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.493, but not on its likability, F(2,26) = 2.25, p = .125, η 2 p = 0.111. In particular, participants in the Repository condition rated the robot to be more natural than they did in the 
Discussion
The results provided support for Hypothesis 1.a in measures of information recall and coordination; the use of a repository of social-scientific specifications of behavior enabled the robot to elicit improved recall of information in storytelling and coordination in collaborative work. A close look at the participants' behaviors in the baseline conditions in the collaborative work scenario illustrates why the robot's behaviors in these conditions elicited inferior task outcomes; the data showed that the participants needed 400-600 milliseconds to locate the referent after the robot completed its spoken reference to the object. This result is consistent with findings in the gaze literature; in the absence of speaker gaze cues, partners look toward referents 200-300 milliseconds after they hear the reference (Altmann & Kamide, 2004 ) and 500-1000 milliseconds after the onset of the spoken reference (Fischer, 1998) . The result suggests that the participants in the baseline conditions relied primarily on the robot's speech to locate the object of reference, while those in the Repository condition used gaze information to locate the object, completing the task even before the robot ended the spoken reference to the object.
The results also supported Hypothesis 1.b in measures of the robot's perceived naturalness and competence, and partially in the likability measure. The ability to display social behaviors based on a repository of social-scientific findings enabled the robot to elicit improved perceptions of the robot in dimensions of naturalness and competence, while resulting in marginal improvements in the robot's likability. A potential explanation of the lack of significant improvements in the likability measure is that, while naturalness of behavior and competence are key qualities for a storyteller and a collaborator, the participants might not have found likability to be particularly relevant to the social situations in which they interacted with and evaluated the robot. An alternative explanation is that, given the marginal effects in the predicted direction, the study lacked sufficient statistical power to show significant differences due to small sample size.
Study 2: Can Robot Behaviors Target Specific Outcomes?
The second study explored whether the system enables the robot to selectively display behaviors that target specific interaction outcomes.
Hypotheses
The central hypothesis considered in this study is that specifying different outcomes in the activity model will prompt the use of different subsets of specifications from the social cue repository and thus elicit different interaction outcomes. This hypothesis builds on the idea that individuals selectively use behaviors in their repertoire to achieve specific task or communication goals in a given social situation (Ekman & Friesen, 1969) .
Hypothesis 2.a: In a given task, specifying the targeted outcome of the interaction as improved task performance will result in the robot selecting and displaying behaviors that support this outcome, such as increased joint attention or decreased eye contact in an intimate situation, thus eliciting improvements in measures of this outcome such as information recall or disclosure.
Hypothesis 2.b: In a given task, specifying the targeted outcome of the interaction as improved social engagement will result in the robot selecting and displaying behaviors that support this outcome, such as increased eye contact in conversation, thus eliciting improvements in measures of this outcome such as the likability of the robot. 
Participants
Twenty-four participants (12 females and 12 males) were recruited from the Madison, Wisconsin area for this study. The average age of the participants was 23.83 (SD = 9.23), ranging between 19 and 64.
4.2.3 Experimental Design, Task, and Procedure The study followed a three-by-one, betweenparticipants design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the following three conditions:
Baseline: No Outcome: The robot targeted no specific outcomes. Outcome 1: Social Engagement Outcome: The robot sought to improve social engagement, thus selecting behaviors associated with this outcome such as increased eye contact with the participant.
Outcome 2: Task Performance Outcome: The robot targeted improvements in task performance, thus selecting behaviors that supported this outcome such as increased gaze toward referents.
To improve the generalizability of the results to a wide range of human-robot interaction situations, the experiment involved two scenarios: interview and storytelling. In the interview scenario, illustrated in top image in Figure 9 , the robot performed the role of a health consultant, asking the participants questions about their health that ranged from basic demographics (e.g., "How old are you?") to personal information (e.g., "What is the worst health-related experience that a member of your family has had?"). The storytelling scenario, illustrated in bottom image in Figure 9 , involved the robot providing participants with information on a healthy diet with the help of visual aids that involved pictures printed and mounted on a poster board. The robot used pre-recorded human voice in both scenarios, modulated to make the robot gender-ambiguous. The robot's speech was manually segmented and marked for deictic references, pauses, and turn starts and ends.
In both scenarios, the robot started the interaction by greeting participants and introducing them to the task. During the tasks, the robot displayed behaviors that supported the basic functioning of the tasks, such as looking toward and away from participants to facilitate turn management in the interview scenario (Duncan, 1972) and looking toward visual aids in the storytelling scenario (Griffin, 2001; Meyer et al., 1998) . In the No Outcome condition, the robot displayed no other targeted behaviors. The Social Engagement Outcome condition involved the robot displaying behaviors such as increased eye contact with the participant that targeted improvements in perceived engagement of the robot. Finally, in the Task Performance Outcome condition, the robot increased its use of behaviors that targeted improvements in task performance such as more frequently looking toward referents to improve information recall.
Each trial of the experiment involved the following procedure: After obtaining informed consent, the experimenter randomly assigned the participant to one of the three conditions and provided information on the experiment. The participant first performed the interview task, then took a threeminute break, performed the storytelling task, and took another three-minute break. A distractor task followed the last break and involved participants preparing a healthy sandwich using a toy sandwich making set and calculating its total calorie count based on a calorie count table. The participants then took a quiz on the healthy diet information that the robot provided in the storytelling task and provided answers to a post-experiment questionnaire. At the end of the procedure, the participants received $5 for their participation and a debriefing on the goals of experiment. The experiment took approximately 30 minutes.
Measurement and Analysis
Three types of measurements sought to capture the social, cognitive, and task outcomes of the manipulations described above: manipulation checks, objective measures, and subjective evaluations.
Manipulation Checks: The post-experiment questionnaire included a single item to confirm that the experimental manipulations were successful. The item asked the participants to rate the percentage or time in which the robot looked toward them between 0% and 100%.
Objective Measures: The interview scenario involved two key measures of task performance. The first measure was interviewee disclosure (Dindia & Allen, 1992) , measured by the total number of words that the participants used to answer the robot's questions. The second measure was conversational fluency (Smith & Clark, 1993) , measured by the delay-or lack thereof-in the time participants took to respond to the robot's questions. Similar to Study 1, story recall served as the measure of task performance in the storytelling scenario (Harris & Rosenthal, 2005) , measured by the total number of questions that the participants answered correctly in the post-experiment test. The test involved questions about the information that the robot provided on how to maintain a healthy diet.
Subjective Measures: : The post-experiment questionnaire sought to measure the participants' perceptions of the robot, particularly about how socially engaged they perceived the robot to be and the degree of rapport that they felt was formed between themselves and the robot. The six-item social engagement scale included the items "friendly," "helpful," "respectful," "professional," "attentive," and "engaged" and showed high reliability (Cronbach's α = 0.88). The rapport scale included nine items that measured mutual liking with, mutual caring between, closeness and connectedness to, and trust toward the robot (Cronbach's α = 0.90).
All statistical analyses of data from objective and subjective measures followed two-way ANOVA with the main experimental manipulation and participant gender as two fixed effects. The analyses included Omnibus tests to identify general effects of the experimental manipulation and participant gender on the outcome variables and contrast tests that compared data from the baseline condition, the No Outcome condition, against the two outcome conditions, the Social Engagement Outcome and the Task Performance Outcome conditions. Tests for manipulation checks involved a one-way ANOVA. All contrast tests used Scheffé's method for adjusting significance levels in multiple comparisons.
Results 8
The analysis of data from the manipulation check measure confirmed that different outcome specifications resulted in different gaze behaviors; the participant rated the percentage of gaze that the robot directed toward them differently across conditions, F(2,21) = 22.3, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.68. Contrast tests showed that, compared with the No Outcome condition, the participants reported that the robot looked toward them significantly more in the Social Engagement Outcome condition, F(1,21) = 43.1, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.67, and in the Task Performance Outcome condition, F(1,21) = 18.8, p < .001, η 2 p = 0.47. They also reported significantly more gaze toward them in the Social Engagement Outcome condition than they did in the Task Performance Outcome condition, F(1,21) = 5.00, p = .036, η 2 p = 0.19 Hypothesis 2.a predicted that specifying the desired outcome of the interaction as "improved task performance" would result in an increase in measures of task performance such as disclosure and fluency in the interview scenario and information recall in the storytelling scenario. The analysis of data from the disclosure measure from the interview task provided only partial support for this hypothesis. While there were no main effects of the manipulation on participant disclosure to the robot, the analysis showed a marginal interaction effect between the manipulation and gender, F(2,18) = 2.99, p = .076, η 2 p = 0.25. Contrast tests showed that females disclosed significantly more information in the Task The analysis of the information recall measure from the storytelling task showed a main effect of the manipulation on information recall, F(2,18) = 5.41, p = .015, η 2 p = 0.38. Contrast tests showed that participants had higher rates of recall in the Task Performance Outcome condition than the No Outcome condition, F(1,18) = 6.52, p = .020, η 2 p = 0.27, but no differences were found between the Social Engagement or No Outcome conditions. The results also showed an interaction effect between the manipulation and participant gender, F(2,18) = 4.89, p = .020, η 2 p = 0.35. Contrast tests showed that females had significantly better rates of recall in the Task Performance Outcome condition than in the No Outcome condition, F(1,18) = 11.1, p = .004, η 2 p = 0.38, and marginally better rates of recall in the Social Engagement Outcome condition compared with the No Outcome condition, F(1,18) = 3.19, p = .091, η 2 p = 0.15. Males, on the other hand, did not differ in their rates of information recall between the Task Performance Outcome and No Outcome conditions, while their rate of recall was significantly lower in the Social Engagement Outcome condition than it was in the No Outcome condition, F(1,18) = 6.33, p = .022, η 2 p = 0.26. Figure 11 illustrates these results. Hypothesis 2.b predicted that specifying the outcome of the interaction as "relationship building" would result in an increase in the participants' evaluations of the robot's social engagement with them and of their rapport with the robot. While the analysis of the data from the social engagement scale showed no main effects of the experimental manipulation, it revealed an interaction effect between the manipulation and participant gender, F(2,18) = 4.13, p = .033, η 2 p = 0.31. Consistent with the prediction of Hypothesis 2.b, females rated the robot as significantly more socially engaged in the Social Engagement Outcome condition than they did in the No Outcome condition, F(1,18) = 5.71, p = .028, η 2 p = 0.24, while no differences were present in their evaluations between the Task Performance and No Outcome conditions. On the other hand, data from males showed no differences between the Social Engagement Outcome and No Outcome conditions or between the Task Performance Outcome and No Outcome conditions. The analysis of the data from the rapport scale showed no main effects of the experimental manipulation or interaction effects between experimental manipulation and participant gender. Figure 11 summarizes these results.
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Discussion
The results provided only partial support for the study hypotheses, leaving some open questions. Hypothesis 2.a predicted that specifying the outcome of the task as improved task performance would yield improvements in the task outcome measures, particularly disclosure and conversational fluency in the interview task and information recall in the storytelling task. While data from these measures showed expected trends as illustrated in Figures 10 and 11 , the statistical tests produced mixed results with strong gender differences. In the interview task, conversational fluency was marginally higher when the robot used behaviors to support improved task performance than when it used baseline behaviors, while the robot's behaviors did not have a main effect on participant disclosure. Only males showed significantly higher conversational fluency and only females showed significantly more disclosure when the robot used behaviors to improve task performance than when it used baseline behaviors. In the storytelling task, participants had higher recall of the information provided by the robot when it used behaviors targeted toward improving task performance than when it displayed baseline behaviors. These results were also affected by participant gender; recall performance significantly increased only in females.
Hypothesis 2.b predicted that specifying the outcome of the interaction as improved social engagement would result in an increase in measures of perceived social engagement and rapport. The results also provided only partial support for this hypothesis. Data from the social engagement and rapport measures showed no differences when the robot displayed behaviors to support these outcomes and when it only displayed baseline behaviors. The results showed some gender-based differences; females rated the robot as more socially engaging when it targeted this outcome than when it displayed baseline behaviors.
A possible explanation for the lack of significant differences despite the presence of overall trends in the predicted direction is the small sample size of the study. While some of the genderbased differences are consistent with results from prior research, such as increased gaze resulting in improved information recall in females but not in males (Mutlu, Forlizzi, & Hodgins, 2006) , others require further research and analysis to arrive at more conclusive explanations. We speculate that the strong gender effects are a product of the combination of inherent differences in social perception in males and females that are observed as early as infancy (Connellan, Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Batki, & Ahluwalia, 2000) and effects of the topic of the two tasks-health and diet-that might have elicited different responses from males and females.
General Discussion
This paper presented a novel approach to enabling robots to display the broader range of social behaviors that humans use in communication toward achieving task and communicative goals. It also described the design and implementation of the Robot Behavior Toolkit, a system that realizes this approach, including a "repertoire" of social cues, the social cue repository, and an Activity-Theoretic representation of the social setting, the activity model.
Two studies drew on a limited, proof-of-concept repertoire of specifications for human gaze behavior to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach and the system for controlling robot gaze behavior. The first study explored whether the use of the social cue repository would enable the robot to display social behaviors that elicited interaction outcomes predicted by literature on human communication, comparing the use of a repository of social-scientific specifications of gaze behavior against not using a repository and using a repository with a manipulated set of specifications. The results showed that the use of the repository of social-scientific specifications enabled the robot to more effectively support interaction goals than baseline methods did in measures of information recall, task coordination, and perceptions of the robot's naturalness and competence. The second study investigated whether the proposed approach would enable the robot to target specific interaction outcomes by selectively using behaviors from the social cue repository, comparing targeting task performance and social engagement outcomes against not targeting specific outcomes. The results provided some support for this approach, although participant gender strongly affected whether the robot elicited targeted outcomes. When the robot targeted task performance outcomes, improvements in measures such as disclosure, conversational fluency, and information recall were observed only in females or only in males. Similarly, when the robot targeted social engagement outcomes, improvements in measures of social engagement were observed only in females. As discussed in Section 4.2.6, further research and analysis might bring clarity to these gender-based differences.
This work also showed that a small repertoire of behavioral specifications is sufficient to achieve significant social and task improvements in human-robot interaction. While further research is necessary to disentangle some of the findings reported in the second study, the results from the two studies demonstrate the potential that gaze cues hold for shaping human-robot interaction in key outcomes such as information recall, coordination in collaboration, disclosure, conversational fluency, and perceptions of the robot as well as the differences in how males and females respond to robot behavior. This approach and the implemented system might enable social scientists and human-robot interaction researchers to establish and validate other behavior-outcome relationships by realizing them in human-robot interaction scenarios.
Although the work reported here used a limited, proof-of-concept social cue repository with a small number of specifications for gaze behavior, this approach might enable robots to display complex social behaviors by combining a large number of specifications for multiple channels of behavior, which might otherwise be intractable for the designer to specify. The ability to specify desired outcomes might also provide application designers with the ability to create profiles or characters for the robot such realizing as an "efficient" versus a "socially engaging" receptionist.
The current work also has a number of limitations. First, the feasibility studies used simulated sensor data, as they focused on controlling robot behavior rather than recognizing human behavior, and further research is needed to understand the extent to which this approach functions in more realistic interactive settings in which the recognition of human activity and the environment might be incomplete due to unreliable sensor data. Furthermore, how this approach might support more interactive tasks, e.g., tasks that require significant input from human partners, remains an open question. Second, the current design of the system requires specifications in the repository to be fixed and explicitly entered into a repository. An exploration of how these specifications might be learned offline from data or online through interaction and how learned specifications might be adapted to changes in the social setting over time might enable a more organic and flexible repertoire for robot social behavior. Finally, the two studies sought to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach presented here with a proof-of-concept system implementation. Further development and studies are necessary to establish the effectiveness of the approach and its generalizability to a broader range of behaviors, outcomes, robot platforms, and social situations.
Despite these limitations, we argue that this work makes theoretical, methodological, and practical contributions to human-robot interaction. The use of theoretical constructs on human interaction to design social behaviors for robots and the empirical findings on social, cognitive, and task outcomes that robots might elicit using these behaviors serve as theoretical contributions. The presented work offers designers and researchers a novel perspective on behavior-outcome relationships and the ability to target specific outcomes in human-robot interaction by manipulating robot behaviors. Finally, the Robot Behavior Toolkit provides the human-robot interaction community with an open-source, extensible software platform for realizing social behaviors for robots.
